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Overview/Background 
 
The purpose of this visit was to provide training and assist with improving the 
processes for checking faculty load with regard to the Peralta Rule.  The Peralta Rule 
states that if an instructor exceeds 67% in three primary term semesters over a 3 
year period, they are entitled to a tenured contract.  (Education code 84782.5).   
 
Banner CALB has delivered enhancements specifically to support load monitoring 
with regard to the Peralta rule.  While these enhancements are a significant 
improvement over baseline, Cuesta, in its efforts to avoid external support systems, 
identified areas where the delivered product was insufficient for meeting College 
needs.  Longitudinal tracking and reporting information was lacking.  Leave for part-
time instructors that may count toward the 67% was not included in the load 
monitoring.   
 
Prior to the visit, Cuesta had decided that Human Resources (HR) would be 
responsible for setting the load rules and limits.  Academic Affairs (AA) would be 
responsible for making sure that faculty is not loaded over the limit.   
 
The visit began with meeting with Eric MacDonald to share information and review 
the issues that Cuesta found.  To address shortcomings, Eric MacDonald has been 
formulating improvements and custom reporting to track and prevent unknowingly 
violating the Peralta Rule.  
 
Over the three day visit, HR, AA, and Computer Services (CS) shared information 
regarding load issues, contracts, bargaining, faculty leave, and variances in 
information.  At the end of each day, management joined the group to provide a 
status, share findings and address any issues.  All attendees developed an improved 
knowledge of how Banner and CALB load monitoring worked.  We worked together to 
devise and implement a set-up that met the needs of both HR and AA.  We also 
expanded procedures for managing leave that were synchronous with load 
monitoring processes.  We ended the visit with outlining the process, for the purpose 
of documentation. 
 
 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS/KEY ACTIVITIES 
 
Goals: The visit began with staff and managers meeting to define the goals for the 
visit.  The goals identified included: 

1. Prevent the need to issue contracts due to Peralta Rule violations. 
2. Improve load monitoring to comply with contracts including individual MOUs 

(Memorandum of Understanding). 
3. Provide training on how new load monitoring rules will work.   
4. Establish a consistent language of nomenclature. 
5. Establish a consistent interpretation of faculty staff types. 
6. The processes and procedures developed for load monitoring will provide a 

preamble to implementation of FLAC (Faculty Load and Compensation). 
 
Banner Faculty Load was reviewed with the team.  The components include: 

1. STVFSTP – Faculty Staff Type includes CALB enhancements that enable the 
college to set a maximum load/FTE limit by staff type as well as the error 
severity to be enforced.   

2. STVWKLD – Workload Rule types – monitor workload using SIAFLRT. 
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a. They are assigned to instructor on SIAINST. 
b. They are monitored on SIAASGN. 

3. SIAFLRT – enables a college to set up rules that associate minimum and 
maximum with a variety of options include workload.   

a. The load limit messages are invoked on the third page of SIAASGN. 
b. The rules are term-specific so must be build each semester.  SIAFLRT 

does have the ability to copy the rules from one semester to another. 
c. SIAFLRT will be used to monitor workload for TRL faculty, to validate 

that they are teaching at the exact load of the contract.  
4. SIAINST – Designates a person as an instructor or advisor.  SIAINST also 

establishes the type of instructor, workload rules, and contract. 
a. STVFSTP – Faculty Staff Type ties load limit to staff type 
b. STVWKLD – Workload rules are associated with SIAFLRT, providing an 

additional layer of workload management on SIAASGN 
c. SIAINST is effective-term based.  If a change is made to the faculty 

type or workload value, the change is effective from the semester 
made, forward. 

d. SIAINST is maintained by HR. 
5. SSASECT – Section, meeting, and instructor assignments 

a. As faculty assignments are posted, Banner enforces the load limits 
associated with the instructor. 

6. SIAASGN – Faculty Assignments by term 
a. Instructional assignment by term – management of load limits 
b. Non-Instructional Assignments by term  management of load limits 
c. Workload Summary totals workload and enforcement of workload rules 

i. SIAASGN and SSASECT give error messages if posted 
assignments exceed the FTE load per STVFSTP rules. 

ii. SIAFLRT Workload Analysis rules are invoked on the third page 
of SIAASGN. 

iii. SVALOLI is used to override the load limit on STVFSTP for a 
term.  

7. SVILOQR Faculty ID Load History query – displays the load history, by term, 
for an instructor.  It is used to monitor the number of times the instructor 
exceeds the 67%. 

a. Shows the load rule and any warning messages for that term.   
b. The Staff Type displayed in the heading is the last staff type assigned. 
c. If the Staff Type has changed, the load and error messages reflect the 

staff type on SIAINST for that term. 
d. If an override is done using SVALOLI to “approve” the load override, 

then a message is not shown. 
8. SVALOLI allows a term-specific load change to the load limit for an instructor.  

It is used to provide an administrative override to the FTE load limit on 
STVFSTP. 

9. SIALVAS is used to track faculty leave.  It can maintain information similar to 
SIAASGN including non-instructional assignments.  The portion of the load on 
SIAASGN and the load on SIALVAS should add up to 100%.   
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a. Information entered on SIALVAS is informational only.  It is not added 
into any Banner load calculations. 

10. SIRTRAL – Workload Analysis Report 
11. SVRLOQR Faculty Load History report is used to review the FTE load and limit, 

displaying the overload warnings/errors. 

Definitions relating to Cuesta’s load monitoring include: 
1. Tenure reduced loads (TRL) are tenure contracts for less than 100% of a full-

time faculty assignment.  This can occur when a faculty member receives a 
contract due to Peralta Rule violation or when a faculty member has decided 
to take a reduced load, prior to retirement.   

2. “Load” rules use FTE (Full-time equivalent load, which is defaulted from the 
catalog) and Faculty Staff Type (STVFSTP) for which CALB has added 
functionality to monitor a maximum FTE load as well as warning/error 
message handling.  An example of a full-time load is five classes being taught 
for 1/5 of a full-time load or .20 FTE. 

3. “Workload” rules refer to the percent of a full-time load.  Workload types 
(STVWKLD) and rules (SIAFLRT) are maintained as whole numbers, i.e., a 
full-time load of five classes of 3 units are each valued as a 20% workload, 
totaling 100%.  Cuesta uses workload for load monitoring.    

4. “Load Balancing” involves non-overload limits where one semester’s load may 
be higher or lower than the other semester in the academic year.  If the two 
semesters are added together, the load equates to the instructor’s load 
requirement. 

Issues and Considerations raised by Cuesta include: 
1. Part-time contracts and entitlements via the Collective Bargaining Agreement 

(CBA) complicate Cuesta’s load tracking requirements.   
2. The tenure threshold changed in Spring 2009 from 60% to 67%.  Eric will 

change the threshold by building an SVALOLI / SVRLOLI record for part-time 
faculty for Fall 2008 only, creating an override load limit of 60% for the one 
semester. 

3. I confirmed with SIG’s HR consultants that Faculty Staff Type (STVFSTP) 
codes are not used in FLAC processing.   

4. Part-timers have a right to an assigned load if they pass their probationary 
period.  The assigned load is the maximum for the previous four semesters.  
(Similar to a seniority list for part-time faculty.) 

5. Non-instructional faculty assignments such as counseling, librarian, 
department chair, etc., fall under the same load-monitoring rules and terms 
as teaching assignments. 

6. Changes in the unit value of a course will impact instructor load. 
7. Banner CALB functionality is built to monitor load using FTE.  Cuesta monitors 

load using Workload.   
8. Assignments posted to SIALVAS, Banner’s leave assignment form, are 

informational only.  This information is still necessary, allowing the college to 
record faculty paid leaves as well as to track contractual load history for 
Peralta purposes. 

9. Current practice for leave assignments is to place the load on the instructor 
taking leave and to set the load at zero for the substitute instructor.  This set-
up prevents the substitute load for an adjunct instructor from being added to 
the FTE / Workload being counted toward the Peralta Rule limits. 
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10. Follow-up with District attorneys confirmed that “a faculty member’s paid 
leave (e.g. sick leave) counts as a workday when computing the 67% for 
Peralta. So if a faculty member is loaded at 67% and they take one or more 
days of paid leave, they are still at 67%. And a faculty member above 67% 
who takes one or more days of paid leave retains whatever percentage they 
were loaded at.” 

 
Faculty Staff type (STVFSTP) – is typically set up with the values of full-time (FT) 
and part-time (PT).  To effectively monitor the various TRL options we decided to 
build load options for each of the TRL load limits.  Following some lively discussion, 
we set up STVFSTP to monitor faculty load limits using the following codes:  

1. FT - Full-time, Permanent should not exceed 140% - Combined loads 
excluding overload, for an academic year should not exceed 200% of regular 
load. 

a. Any full-timer can be below 140%, however STVFSTP will be set at 
100% to ensure that load above 100% will give a warning message, 
validating that the extra load is done intentionally.   

b. Load above 140% must be approved by a dean. 
2. FT67 - Full-time, temporary load is set at 67%.  These are instructors that 

are hired at 67% with the intent that a tenured position will turn into a 
permanent hire.  Their load cannot exceed 67% load twice within 3 years.      

a. These are also referred to as Category 1130, the account code/FOPAL 
for the budget to fill a one-year contract.  

3. PT - Part-time, Temporary load is capped at 67%.  An instructor cannot 
exceed 67% load twice within 3 years without the College offering the 
instructor a tenure contract.   

4. TPxx - Tenured, Pre-retirement are instructors working at a reduced load 
with the intention of retiring.  The codes will initially be built for 80% and 
67% per the faculty member’s contract.  These faculty cannot be overloaded 
in any term.  They are contracted as permanent but at less than 100% load 
pending retirement. 

a. Limited to 10 years for STRS 
b. Limited for 5 years in PERS 
c. Cannot go below 50% 
d. Currently, three instructors are in this situation. 

5. TRxx - Tenured, Reduced Load is set based upon the percentage that the 
instructor taught to qualify for tenure.  It  cannot be overloaded in any term – 

a. TRL instructors are permanent at less than 100%   
b. Cuesta has seven TRL instructors in counseling, and one each in 

Spanish, French, and German. 
c. Load is rounded to two decimals, ranging from 62% to 95%. 

6. XC – External Contract Employees – Load monitoring does not apply to these 
instructors because they are not being paid by the District, thus not covered 
by CBA (Collective Bargaining Agreement). 

Faculty Leave Assignment set-up was demonstrated and reviewed to clarify how 
leave assignments should be posted in Banner. 

1. 10% rule – If an adjunct instructor is substituting for more than 10% of the 
course that they are going to replace, then they are a long-term substitute 
and are assigned to the course.    

a. Currently the instructor is put on the section but is given zero load.  By 
being assigned to the course, they may look at the class roster, drop 
students and post grades.   
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b. Faculty members may change their leave from sick-time to time off, as 
defined by the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA).  

c. A long-term substitute should be loaded on the class with the 
appropriate load.  This will count toward STRS and PERS as well as 
toward their Peralta limit.   

2. Original Instructor - Tenured and Part-Time 
a. Sick Leave is verified with a doctor’s note.  It is not a leave “of own 

accord” -   An instructor on sick-leave is entitled to a five month 
differential between substitute and original pay, once sick time has 
been exhausted. 

b. Per the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA), Temporary employees 
can be given leave, enabling them to retain benefits such as insurance. 

c. Leave can be paid through sick time, as well as a five-month 
differential.  The five-month differential enables an instructor on sick 
leave for less than five months, to be paid their regular rate once sick 
leave has been exhausted. 

d. Once the instructor runs out of sick leave and if a substitute is found, 
the cost of the substitute is subtracted from the instructor’s pay.  

e. Part-time instructors can be paid through sick leave or FMLA.  Part-
time faculty still have five month differential. 

f. FMLA – difference between substitute and original pay, once sick time 
has been exhausted.  Unpaid leave retains medical benefits.   

g. California Family Rights Act (CFRA) gives Instructors up to 12 weeks 
for the employee or the employee’s family.  The employee will use sick 
leave, then unpaid leave after the sick leave is all used. 

h. If a part-time instructor goes out on leave, it counts toward Peralta 
limits.  This was confirmed with the College legal counsel.  The current 
practice is that it is included toward Peralta.  However, it is not likely 
to happen because an adjunct instructor on leave is unlikely to have a 
67% assignment.  State interpretation is that it would not count, 
however local policies need to be considered.  Bill Benjamin will follow-
up with legal counsel for a legal opinion.   

i. Assignment Rights - An instructor has to be on leave for four 
semesters to lose assignment rights.  Assignment rights are given 
after two semesters. 

3. Substitute – If the substitute is teaching the entire class then: 
a. Original Instructor should be removed from SIAASGN and loaded on 

SIALVAS. 
b. Substitute is entered on SIAASGN with 100% of the regular 

instructor’s load and workload.  This enables the assignment to count 
toward the Peralta rule. 

4. Substitute – If the substitute will not be teaching for the entire length of the 
class: 

a. SSASECT section meeting records are split based upon the dates each 
instructor teaches.  One meeting record will reflect the portion of the 
class taught by the original instructor.  The second meeting record will 
reflect the portion of the class taught by the substitute.   

b. Original instructor’s percent of responsibility is adjusted on SIAASGN 
to reflect only the portion taught. 

c. Original instructor’s untaught portion of the class is entered on 
SIALVAS with the percent of responsibility entered to reflect the 
portion on leave.  SIAASGN and SIALVAS should total to 100% 
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d. Substitute instructor is entered on SIAASGN to reflect the percent of 
responsibility taught.  Assignment type will be change to “CP3”. 

e. SIAASGN Percent of Responsibility for the original and substitute 
instructor should total 100% (in most cases). 

5. Sabbatical – Paid Leave  
a. Part-time faculty is coded on SIAASGN. 
b. SIALVAS is entered with the CRNs for sabbatical 

6. Unpaid leave – Regular instructor is not loaded into SIAASGN or SIALVAS.  
Substitute is assigned like regular assignment. 

7. Re-assigned time – Full-time instructors that have release time and are 
replaced by a substitute. 

a. The assignment is entered into SIAASGN as a non-instructional 
assignment. 

b. Instructor is not entered on SIALVAS because he has not taken leave.  
Assignment type would be “IR3”. 

c. Replacement instructor assignment type would be CPx. 
 
Findings: 

1. A Banner defect was found where non-instructional assignments are using the 
current staff type, not the staff type valid for the non-instructional 
assignment at that time.    

2. Inactive employees – We found a part-time instructor who only taught Fall 
2010, but has not been inactivated.  Frank will follow up on inactivating 
instructors who have not taught in four semesters. 

3. Part-time, Substitute-only instructors are still treated as part-time instructors 
with loads capped at 67%.  This functionality can be used to monitor: 

a. Adjunct substituting for full-time. 
b. Sabbatical or leave. 
c. Being paid differently for that assignment only (Would need to be 

separate job from others). 
d. Currently leave is managed by breaking the assignment apart by a 

meeting record attached to original instructor and separate meeting 
record for substitute. SIALVAS is currently not being used.   

4. Instructor Parrish is a pre-retirement tenure load instructor showing at 100%.  
She is set up with a non-instructional assignment (STVNIST) of PRR (Pre-
retirement Reduction), which is a carry-over from legacy and should not be 
used in Banner.   

5. CALB Load limits are matched against FTE, not workload.  Instructor Mooney, 
who is capped at .95 FTE, had FTE totaling .951 (3 classes at .267).  Her 
workload totaled 94.9 (3 classes at 26.66).   We adjusted the load limit on 
STVFSTP to .951 but, based upon input from management, set it back down 
to .95 with the warning message showing.     

6. We need to determine how to handle the non-credit staff types (ESL).  One of 
the issues is whether non-credit faculty are Peralta-eligible and if they are 
covered by the CBA (Collective Bargaining Agreement).   

7. Leave assignments given to part-time faculty need to be maintained on 
SIAASGN to be able to consider these assignments when considering the 
impact on assignments and impact on Peralta rules. 
 

Set-up Completed in Production includes: 
1. STVFSTP Staff Type has been set up different codes for each load limit. 

a. Staff type is maintained on SIAINST.   
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b. Maximizes use of CALB functionality to provide immediate error 
messages on SIAASGN and SSASECT for load violations. 

c. On STVFSTP, separate out TRL due to Peralta Rule Violation versus 
Permanent staff reductions due to retirement. 

d. Recommend rounding load limits for faculty up to a “whole” percent. 
e. Decision to maintain errors as warnings because the user overrides do 

not remove themselves if the instructor falls within the load limits. 
2. Rules for TRL faculty will be rounded to the nearest whole number.  
3. STVWKLD / SIAFLRT – Workload rules were set up to monitor Tenured 

Reduced Load and Tenured Pre-retirement faculty.   
a. The minimum and maximum will be set one percentage point apart. 
b. The workload rules will be for whole numbers. 

4. Eric has developed Argos reporting to reflect load over six terms.  His load 
limit report uses workload, not FTE, thus it more accurately reflects the load 
monitoring used by Cuesta.  The report will be modified to reflect information 
on leave assignments. 

5. For Fall 2008 only, an override load of 60% was built on SVALOLI for all part-
time faculty to reflect the load limit in effect for that semester.  Cuesta 
College went live with Banner Student in Fall 2008.  The part-time load limit 
for Fall 2008 and earlier was 60%, thus the need for a different load limit for 
Fall 2008 only.  Starting Spring 2009, the load limit by which an instructor 
could become tenured, was increased to 67%.     

 
 
ACTION ITEMS / FOLLOW-UP: 

1. There is a need to inactivate instructors who have not taught for more than 
four semesters.  (Frank) 

2. Follow-up is needed to confirm how non-credit faculty load should be counted 
in load monitoring.   

3. An SR needs to be submitted for the problem with effective term and non-
instructional assignments. 

4. Documentation must be developed for the processes and procedures 
developed during these sessions. 

5. Leave monitoring must include posting the leave for the regular instructor on 
SIALVAS.   

a. If the regular instructor will not teach any portion of the class, the 
leave will be entered on SIALVAS.  The substitute instructor will be 
assigned to SIAASGN as 100% responsible for the regular instructor’s 
portion of the class. 

b. If the regular instructor has taught a portion of the class, then the 
instructor load on SIAASGN will be distributed between the regular and 
the substitute instructor based upon percentage of the class taught, so 
that the two assignments add up to 100%.   

6. Is there a way to differentiate between part-time faculty on probation and 
part-time faculty no longer on probation?  Could be used for evaluation 
purposes.  Probation is currently being tracked by HR. 

 


